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Author’s response to reviews:

Editor Comments:

1. Please ensure the corresponding author’s email provided in the submission system is identical to the one given in the title page. Currently, Yingchun Xu’s email in the submission system is ‘xuyingchunbm@163.com’ whilst in the title page it is given as ‘xycpumch@139.com’ twice, once in the Corresponding author’s details and again in the list of email addresses for all authors. Please address this issue and ensure one clear email is provided for the corresponding author.
Response: The corresponding author’s E-mails are xuyingchunbm@163.com and xycpumch@139.com, which are both in use. If I can select one for entire usage, I would prefer to use xuyingchunbm@163.com

2. Please ensure you alter the heading titles according to the correct formatting of a Research Article which can be found in this link: https://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/preparing-your-manuscript/research-article
Response: We corrected it.

3. Please remove the ‘Funding acquisition’ role as part of the Author Contribution section as this does not qualify as an intellectual contribution to the study.
Response: We removed this funding acquisition in the section.

4. Please include a statement in the Authors' contributions section to the effect that all authors have read and approved the manuscript, and ensure that this is the case.
Response: We have added this into the text with all listed author’s agreements.

5. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.
Response: Thanks, we will do it accordingly.